
Explain Yourself! 
Documentation for 
Better Code

@chrischinch

First, let’s get to know each other



🙋"

So, who’s a developer, writer, support?



#$ 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And what languages do people write in?
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100% Londoner



@chrischinch

Lived here for a while



@chrischinch

Now here, yeah it’s not really Germany.


Spend a lot of time ‘improving’ nonnative, so language disclaimer



And some more…
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Actually my first ever docs work was to a CMS, and I used to implement it a lot.



What’s one of  the first 
things you look at 

with a new project?

@chrischinch

Might be 1st, second, 3rd, but it’s up there.


I will use the term 'project' to mean application, service, product, project and many other activities you may be wanting to document.




–Ken Williams, Perl

“Documentation is 
complete when 

someone can use your 
project without having 

to look at its code” 

@chrischinch
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Example project!



–User survey 2017

“The #1 issue with 
Umbraco, whether 

contributing to or using 
it, is a lack of  

documentation” 

@chrischinch



–User survey 2017

“There needs to be dedicated 
documentation support. So much is 
still outdated or incomplete, and it 

repels newcomers. Documentation is 
the code-equivalent of  a ‘first 

impression.’” 

@chrischinch
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This is a safe zone. I believe that tech writers, like developers should not criticise decisions made before, as we weren’t there, and none of us are perfect.


And I want to clarify that EVERYONE complains about documentation, it’s very hard to second guess 100 different use cases for an off the shelf project that anyone can 
use for anything. If people don’t find the specific answer they are looking for, they will complain.


I also come from an OSS background, which airs all of it’s issues, Umbraco is semi open, so sometimes there might be reasons for things… 
 
Because often, docs writers are part time, under resourced, or don’t exist at all, which is the point of this presentation, to give you the skills as developers instead. After 
all…



–Andy Mabbett, Wikimedia

“Documentation is like 
housework” 

@chrischinch

And I want to make it less like that for you. Especially for developers, here’s a lot of tips that will make the whole process easier and less tedious for you.



Why write?

@chrischinch

Let’s start at the beginning. Why are we even writing?



• W 

• W 

• W

ho are you writing for?

hat are they trying to achieve?

hy are you writing this?

You have hopefully answered these before development…

@chrischinch

Let's start with the 3 Ws, Who, What and Why? Some of these words are a bit of a cliche I know, but you have often already addressed them in product and user story 
planning and there's no reason they can't also apply to documentation. The 'who' can be broad, and more than one type of person, and depend on what document you 
are writing. If you are writing a blog post, the reader probably has only a rough idea about your project. If you are writing API guides, then you can assume the reader 
know what your project does and is trying to accomplish something.


Let’s look at Umbraco



Who What Why

Content writers and editors How to write and find 
their content

To help users

Administrators and editors Configure site and manage 
content 

To encourage best 
practices

Implementors and 
extenders

Deploy, build extensions To build an ecosystem
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All have different needs, different interests, levels of knowledge etc.


Maybe different formats, videos, tutorials, API reference etc


The why might be for the user, or the business / project



Assume nothing*

*Most of  the time

@chrischinch

We often assume that everything we make is 'standard', 'normal' and understandable by everyone. You would be surprised how different everything actually is, how 
unique 'your way' is, and how assuming things is never a good idea.


EG - Is that protocol, technique or dependency you think everyone **must** have installed used as much as you think? Why not mention it anyway, it's not going to hurt 
anyone.


Has everyone had the same programming and implementation experience as you? Likely not, so again, make no assumptions that your knowledge is the same as 
everyone else.


For example, Umbraco is a C# codebase, which already carries a lot of assumptions with the ecosystem that may not be familiar to someone from a 
JavaScript or PHP background, but these are a big potential user base.



Refine your 
concept(s)

@chrischinch

Make a start by explaining in simple terms what your project does. If you can't find a way of reducing the concepts behind what you do to a form of 'elevator pitch' then 
try harder, refine your idea(s), or find someone who can. I believe that any concept, no matter how complex can be reduced to a short summary that anyone can 
understand. Of course it will miss all the fine details and the depth of your work, but this is just a summary that will help people understand if your creation is something 
useful to them or not.


Thankfully, a CMS is an easier sell, but why Umbraco over all the CMS and SSG options, maybe that’s a concept to refine? With Umbraco the tag tends to be 
“friendly”. But what does that really mean to these different user groups?



Structure

@chrischinch

We know what we want to write, how do we structure it



Documentation types

• Getting started 

• Guides 

• Reference 

• Explanation

@chrischinch

There are different types of documentation, we can argue about the terms to use to describe them, these are mine. You may need all, you may need some, up to your 
project.


Umbraco has mostly followed this pattern: 
 
Getting Started

Implementation

Extending

Reference

Tutorials

Add ons

Umbraco Cloud

Contribute


Switch if possible



Onboarding & 
Reading paths

@chrischinch

There are some cultures and people who are more likely to read instructions from start to finish before starting with something, but mostly these days people look at how 
to get started, then experiment, then return to find specific topics they are looking for.


Also, many people will arrive at pages in your documentation from searches, so don't assume that your carefully constructed on-boarding process will be read how you 
want it to be read. Unless of course this is an absolute necessity (maybe hardware projects) in which case find a good way of 'encouraging' readers to follow the right 
path.


This means that every page in your documentation needs to make sense out of flow and context. So offer a way for people to access concepts they need to know no 
matter where they are. This can just be an always visible structured menu, or links in a document, it's doesn't have to be anything complex.


Umbraco again does a reasonably good job here with that large menu on the left and the HUGE search box if you’re really stuck 
 
And as a SaaS product this is easier for a project such as Umbraco, especially with walk through tools etc. More on that later.



Page structure

@chrischinch

I mentioned earlier that readers could enter your documentation at any place, this gets even worse. Many reports and eye-tracking experiments have shown that many 
online readers (especially of technical content) look at the titles and subtitles, scroll to find code blocks, and move to the navigation to find another item of content. This 
makes sobering reading, didn't I just tell you a whole bunch of ways to improve your writing? And now I'm telling you that noones reading it anyway?


Umbraco structure is a little odd, and makes you jump around quite a lot. On the other hand each section is short, so you don’t get lost easily.
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Here’s a good example, sites that rely on ads can be some of the best examples because they need to be, but here you can easily identify sections.


Well, in some ways yes. But in other ways I'm saying that use this knowledge to structure your documents better. Make sure there are frequent (and identifiable) 
headings, sub headings, code blocks and images to attract the attention of a reader. This gives your well written copy a better chance of being seen, and read.




Code examples

• Be consistent and build from there 

• Use realistic examples 

• Use best practices for the language 

• Test the code*

@chrischinch

While we’e here, what makes a good code example?


* More on that later



Language
Personal opinion warning

@chrischinch

Some people are better writers than others, and some are better coders than others. Explaining concepts clearly is a skill, but here a few tips to help you. Bear in mind 
that I only skilled in writing in English, I do spend a lot of time improving non-native English, but my own writing skills are firmly planted in English. I'm sure some of these 
tips will translate.


This is just a crash course, much more I could say and will blog about.



Consistency

@chrischinch

I am a big believer in consistency in documentation. What you define as the rules of consistency will be up to you and your (or your organisations) style guide. But stick to 
it. Inconsistent writing across a body of documentation can be confusing and distracting for a reader. This doesn't mean that you (and your team) have to write like 
machines with no character, it's perfectly possible to balance consistency with character.


Umbraco, is it content type, document type etc?



Involve the reader

@chrischinch

Developers are a skeptical and sometime blasé bunch, who like to think we always no better. Whilst writing with a more user-focused approach can easily wander into 
demeaning territory, when done well, it's effective.



“function takes 
parameter x and 
returns value y” 

@chrischinch

This describes what a function does in a clear, practical manner. But what about:



“function can be 
used to return the 
number of  y based 

on x” 

@chrischinch

Take the example above again, reworded:


This says essentially the same as before, but is an example of what is called 'passive voice'. There is nothing essentially wrong with this as I said, but (especially in 
English) it can come across as cold or withdrawn. Not so much in technical communication, but think of this more 'human' sentence:




“You can use 
function to return 

the value of  y based 
on x” 

@chrischinch

It's a small change, but that switch the reader instead of function is a quick and easy method to make the reader feel more involved in the explanation. We're not writing 
fiction in technical documentation, but there's no harm in telling a story.


There is more than could be done to improve the above, such as adding in an example of what a user might be trying to accomplish. This gets more complex as 
choosing appropriate and consistent examples is a challenge in itself, but if you want to take that extra step, give it a try.




Passive vs Active

@chrischinch

What we just did was an example. This is more of a grammar style than a concrete rule to follow, but for me it ties into the last point, and is a technical explanation of it, 
so is worth including.




“Holiday approval 
will be notified in 

due course” 

@chrischinch

Used in this context you can see how passive voice can feel. You may be familiar with the term 'passive aggressive', it feels like the writer is taking responsibility away 
from anyone in particular, probably intentionally.


Try rewriting that sentence in 'active voice' like the example above and see how the same sentence feels. I only started switching my writing to active voice about 6 
months ago, I wasn't convinced at first, but it starts to make your writing feel more fluid and involving once you get used to it.


Switch to docs and show that they do the same. 
Open editor and show some examples, tools coming later. 

“The HR department will notify you about your holiday approval in due course.”



Keep it short

@chrischinch

I wont say "keep it simple" because we are writing technical documentation, things are not always simple. But complex doesn't have to mean verbose, rambling or 
unnecessary. I know this is hard, it's actually easier to write long copy than short, concise copy. This feeds back to one of my earlier points, if you can't explain a concept 
succinctly, then maybe you don't understand your own concepts enough.


You can reduce copy size and an overall level by reducing your copy to what needs to be said and not repeating yourself. You can also reduce copy at a smaller level by 
employing shorter phrases and words. I have a list of these, but you quickly get to know them and English especially is very good and having shorter equivalents for 
words and phrases. As a side note I have noticed that linguist groups of non-native speakers employ the same un-optimised phrases in their English, but that's another 
story.



“If  I Had More 
Time, I Would Have 

Written a Shorter 
Letter” 

– Pascal, Locke, Franklin, Thoreau, Cicero, Wilson?
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Not sure who said it, but great quote.



‘Weasel’ words

@chrischinch

Not a comprehensive list, but to get an idea - Basically removing words that serve no purpose, or in some cases patronise the reader



• So 

• Simply, easily, just 

• Very 

• In order to

@chrischinch

Open editor and show some examples in docs



–Stephen King

“Adverbs, like the passive voice, 
seem to have been created with 

the timid writer in mind. With the 
passive voice, the writer usually 

expresses fear of  not being taken 
seriously…” 
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Adverbs, and weasel words etc, but this is the quote


Taken from Stephen king’s wonderful “On Writing” book, which is aimed at fiction writing, and in fact he is not flattering of tech writers (Dilbert), but I think there’s a lot to 
learn in this book to make tech writing more exciting, and he gives some of the best justification for implementing a lot of the changes I have mentioned so far. 
 
A lot of it comes down to confidence



Confidence = Work

@chrischinch

Confident writing can help people learning build trust with you, and that you know what you’re talking about. Of course this can mean more work, as if you give 
confidence, but don’t deliver, this can have a bigger impact on your users. Which is possibly why we tend to stick to passive voice and weasel words, to avoid getting 
complaints, or other business reasons. 
 
It’s not always appropriate, and it requires a lot of rethinking, but can equal a better experience for many, and I’m sure some of you disagree with me.



Beyond words

@chrischinch

This isn't possible with all projects, but if you can add any level of interactivity to your documentation this helps readers understand a concept. This can be in the form of 
embedded examples like JSFiddle, Interactive consoles, API browsers, or even a video or animated gif.


Videos especially are very popular with beginner and younger developers.



REPLACE

@chrischinch

Annotations, point out things that are hard to describe. This can be automated.


Umbraco doesn’t have too many images for the dev guides, but may not be needed, but plenty for the back office, which makes more sense. Again note those different 
users.
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Example of an interactive console, Umbraco could work well here with elements like this, “create a content type in your project direct in the docs and show different 
outputs etc.
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And embed code example



@chrischinch

API example



Tools
In brief… 

…But mostly to show that you’re probably using them already.
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I don't want to get too bogged down in discussing tools, because much like developers, writers are equally as obsessive and evangelical about what they use and why. I 
will cover general areas to consider and leave the further research and decisions up to you.


I mostly want to highlight that many of these fit into existing workflows you already have.




Format and editing

@chrischinch

Two types…


Most technical documentation is in a plain text markup language. I have met very few technical writers who use Word (or equivalent), but there are many who use wiki-
like tools such as Confluence.


I wont go into more detail here, but feel free to talk to me afterwards, or search online.


separation of concerns etc


I love Atom and VSC (blog post), but many tools you already use for your coding are perfectly fine.



Topic based

• XML 

• DocBook 

• DITA
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XML, DocBook, Dita for topic based. More about writing content once and updating single sources, but can create less fluid copy, as it’s more of a conjoining of topics 
than a narrative. But it is easier to maintain.


Tools reflect this, more complex, Oxygen, MadCap Flare


Umbraco docs seem to follow this pattern, but using plain text tools



Docs as code

• Markdown 

• Restructured Text 

• AsciiDoc
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I personally prefer Markdown, but there are a variety of markup languages such as RestructuredText, AsciiDoc and others if you need something more complex, or as 
your project becomes more complex.


Just a text editor. Better flow, but maybe harder to maintain. Easier for contributors (especially OSS) as no custom tooling needed, everyone has a text editor of some 
form, or can get one.



Spec based

• Open API spec 

• APIB 

• Postman 

• Code generated
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They all have their advantages and disadvantages. OAS is more universal, APIB and Postman has good tooling, but mostly issued by the same company.


Code generated can be easier and more centralised, but doesn’t always offer a mock/interactive option that developers sometimes like to experiment with.



Management and 
rendering
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Much like the projects we are documenting, it's a good idea to manage your documentation in version control. This allows for better collaboration, and the ability to 
maintain seperate documentation for different releases and versions. Git, Contentful, Read the Docs, MKDocs, Apiary, and custom tools.


There are just as many ways to render these formats to the wide world including specific documentation tools, static site generators, CMS and Pandoc. Also the complex 
tools I just mentions.


Most will fit into your CI tools, keeping code and docs close together.


Do you seperate your docs or keep them in the same place as code. There is no wrong or right answer, whatever works for you and your community.


Often it’s just converting to HTML, I’m not sure what Umbraco uses, but on essence converting markdown to HTML isn’t hard. 

It uses DocFX in places, which I have used, mostly focused on C#, but if you don’t want to document your code, it’s fine.



Testing, linting and 
automating
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One of the big advantages of keeping documentation in plain text is the ability to perform all sorts of wonderous automated tasks with it. These vary in complexity to 
setup and configure, but can pay off in the long run by providing more accurate documentation and save you time by automating certain tasks.


Sections of your code defined as code blocks can be tested to check that when users try them, they will work. Dredd


Why stop there? There are many tools available for checking spelling, grammar and links. You could test those and if a certain threshold is not reached, not push the 
docs live. NPM and python modules for spelling, curse words, links, grammar… Some even let you define your own style guides to test for particular issues.


If you have a project with an interface, screenshots do wonders to explain and show concepts to readers. But they can easily get out of date if screen elements change. 
Not a problem, to a certain degree, these can also be auto generated. Peek, phantom.


I have entire talks and blog posts on this, and as I have looked through samples of docs, you seen some of my favourite tooling (vale) showing potential issues.



Want  More?

• bit.ly/2dXs5nr 

• writethedocs.org 

• slack.writethedocs.org
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http://bit.ly/2dXs5nr
http://writethedocs.org
http://slack.writethedocs.org


–Me (maybe)

“Documentation 
isn’t just for 
developers” 

@chrischinch

Bear in mind that docs are not just read by developers, but also marketing people, people who sign the cheques, search engines etc.



Thank You!
Chris Ward 
chrischinchilla.com 
for blog, books, courses, podcast & merchandise 

@chrischinch 
for random squeaks

http://chrischinchilla.com

